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ABSTRACT 

In today's world, the number of people who use smart phones is growing rapidly, and a smart phone can be used 

effectively for personal security or for a variety of other protection purposes, such as raksha and desha. A number of new 

apps have been developed to provide women with security systems through their phones as a result of the heinous 

incident that outraged the entire nation. Every time the need arises, this Android Application for the Safety of Women 

can be activated with a single click. Using GOOGLE GEO LOCATION, one click on this app identifies the location and 

sends an SMS message containing the location to the registered contacts, as well as calling the registered contacts to 

assist the person who is in danger. This paper is o an Android application that must be installed in the mobile phone 

before it can be used. When a woman notices some potentially dangerous signs at any time, she simply opens the 

application and an alert template will be displayed, indicating whether the situation is safe or unsafe. When a woman 

selects the unsafe option when she feels threatened, a message (template) will be sent to the women's registered contacts, 

along with the woman's current location. The user's location coordinates and message information will be sent to the 

first five people who sign up for the service. This application has been created with the current information environment 

in mind. This app is very user-friendly and simple to operate, and it can be used by all types of users to update their 

information and registered contacts details in the database. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Women are accomplished in regular mobilization by various organizations. They frequently operate in racial, holy, 

thoughtful and intellectual divisions to promote peace of mind. It is now that the significance of the safety of 

women have to acknowledge that they should be guarded properly. When compared to males, physically, a woman 

is less strong in a crisis scenario and requires a helping hand to alleviate her. The greatest method to reduce chances 

to become victims of violent crime is by identifying and using services to assist out of dangerous circumstances 

(robbery, sexual abuse, rape, domestic violence). Whether you're in immediate danger or become separated from 

your friends in the night and don't know how to go home, these applications can reduce your risk and help you if 

you want to. In the face of the recent incident in Delhi, which has shocked the country and awakened us to our 

daughters' safety problems, the public is preparing to strike back on various levels. A swarm of new applications 

were created to offer ladies security systems on their phones. Here we offer a web application that guarantees 

women's safety. It lowers the risk and helps us determine where the individual is at risk. We as an independent 

country have to guarantee that women are respected and safe, and we cannot deny them that fundamental right. It is 

now time to take action to eliminate the threat of women's security problems. In society, prevention of violence 

against women is an integral part, both as a daily reality and as a challenging circumstance. Gender justice is not 
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conceivable in a society where, regardless of culture, religion, socio-economic status and education, at least one in three 

women endure violence in their lifetime. Only until all women have protection and freedom from violence will our nation 

be a genuine democracy. This system provides greater security than current computerized systems, and offers consumers a 

more user-friendly environment. When the mobile device is shaken, this system sends a message to all cells that have this 

application. Plays the sound even in quiet mode on the guardian cell. This mechanism sends a notice to the police station as 

well.  

2. GENERAL STUDIES 

Women's security is a problem that is increasing. Have read of numerous terrible instances with ladies and the incidence is 

rising. Women are working women now days and globalization has brought gender equality to our attention. Women were 

formerly confined to domestic tasks exclusively. Women compete with males in all professions with the changing 

situation. 

It can witness women at high levels of accomplishment in all areas whether they be business, science, education, 

enterprise or any other field. Women's safety concerns a lot whether at home, outside the house or at work. The last several 

atrocities against women, particularly in Delhi, were extremely dreadful and frightening. Because of these incidents, the 

safety of women has become an important issue. According to the data, trauma was discovered every two women out of 

three in the past year. 

According to the women's study, women lose their confidence due to such occurrences. A study by the Women 

and Child Development Department of the government in Delhi found that around 80 per cent of women in the national 

capital fear their security. 

Women are harassed at home, work places or other locations, such as streets, clubs etc, not just during the night or 

at night, but also during the day. The survey shows the safety concern is due to the absence of a gender-friendly 

environment and poor functional infrastructure such as alcohol and drug consumption in open areas; lack of adequate 

lighting, safe public toilets, sidewalks, lack of effective police, absence of proper number of helplines etc. 

A significant proportion of women have little confidence that police can stop such instances of harassment. This 

issue of women's security has to be understood and resolved urgently so that they may likewise develop in their own nation 

as males. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system suggested will be implemented using the android application. This app will notify the people around, who have 

this application by sending warning messages to them and alerting them to the mobile guard's sound when the victims' 

mobile phones are shaken. This also shows the victim's position by using the GOOGLE GEO LOCATION tracker 

technology. She may not be present at this location practically after some time. This program's unique feature is that the 

location is constantly transmitted every five minutes until the button "STOP" is clicked in the application, to create a 

method for android users to monitor several apps. 

This programme utilizes GOOGLE GEO LOCATION to detect the situation and split the system into two 

modules:  

 The first module may be the victim's phone, i.e. the root device that utilises 3G/2G data to monitor the victim 
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position via GOOGLE GEO LOCATION. 

 Second module may be registered contacts' mobile phone either by police or family members receiving a message 

from the mobile app providing the URL of the victim's position.  

4. METHODOLOGY  

The methodology that was implemented is to register in the app  

Admin 

This admin module will manage how many guardians and users are in this system. 

User 

This user module sends warning messages to them and alerting them to the mobile guard's sound while the users' mobile 

phones are shaken. 

Guardian 

In this guardian module that has this application user are in not safe position message will delivery to the guardian. 

5. RESULTS 

 

Figure 5.1: Send GEO Location to Guardians. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Location Sending. 
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Figure 5.3: SMS Received by user. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This is the "Web application for the security system for women," which is especially useful for applications relating to the 

safety of young girls. It is possible to transmit the location to our family members and police stations by shaking our cell 

phones. This system broadcasts a message to all adjacent cells that are running the same application at the same time. The 

entire structure is designed to ensure the safety of women.  
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